Lubna Chowdhary was commissioned to create artworks that would bring an identity to the Orchard Park estate in Cambridge and become an aid to orientation within it. Lubna comments: “Three areas within the estate were re-landscaped involving the creation of a range of glazed seating areas based on seed forms, reflecting the connection with the original land-use together with complementary paving and planting schemes. The seats, positioned centrally within the open garden spaces, are larger scale and more accommodating than conventional park benches with their curved lines stimulating community interaction”.

**Project:** Orchard Park, Cambridge  
**Designer:** Lubna Chowdhary  
**Products:** Glazed bricks-various colours
Anything is possible...
The range of colours and finishes of glazed brick from Ibstock is unlimited. This is just a small collection of imaginative projects demonstrating the stunning effects that can be created. The range is further enhanced by the use of glazed colours and finishes on standard and non-standard bricks, special shapes and other clay products in the Ibstock range... anything is possible.

For more information on glazed bricks, call 0844 736 0350.
With a choice of **seven vibrant gloss colours**, the **colour™** range from Ibstock is a major breakthrough in service, offering quick delivery and superb value for money. The use of real ceramic glazed bricks is a practical option to add stunning highlights to your building projects.

Available in standard metric 215mm x 102mm x 65mm bricks as glazed stretcher or stretcher and headers. They are simple to lay and can be used to add colour accents, details and features to regular brickwork or Fireborn®.
Project: Stoke-on-Trent Bus Station, Staffordshire
Architect: SBS Architects
Products: Glazed Grey & Staffordshire Slate Blue Smooth (external)
Project: Mixed Residential Retail Development, London SE1
Architect: Association of Ideas
Products: Glazed Copper

BDA AWARD WINNER 2011
Best Housing Development 1 to 5 Units
Stretching the imagination further, **colour™ select** gives the architect and specifier the opportunity to develop **unique concepts** in design by offering a **greater freedom of choice in colour, size and finish.**

- Choice in colour - to create a unique or eye-catching appearance or simply to match existing glazed brickwork.

- Choice in size - both metric and imperial sizes are available in addition to British Standard special shapes and fittings.

- Choice in finish - from a high gloss to a matt clay coat. Salt glaze effect finishing is also available.

**Welcome to colour™ Select**

```
Select Colour
```

**Extend your palette with colour™ select**

- navy blue
- iodine
- royal blue
- mid blue
- blue bird
- sky blue
- conifer
- jade
- bottle green
- buckingham
- copper
- mint
- aqua marine
- garland
- lime
- lemon
- toffee
- plum
- dark salmon
- nectarine
- black
- conker
- pewter
- dark grey
- light grey
- antique white
- white
- cream

**glazed brick**